
Your homework should:

· Be representative of a term’s work (at least 10 weeks)

· Explore lots of different ways of showing your learning

(photos, video, computer presentation, posters) 

· Involve different ways of finding

information—remember to write this up alongside your

project

· Be creative and imaginative

- Show that you have developed your own interests. 

Due in:
Friday 15th July 

2022

We can’t wait to see the variety of projects this time around. 

It is up to you how you present your learning. You can have 

lots of mini projects across different areas or one main 

project to show.

Try to do something different to what you did last term.

You have to be ready to present your learning to our class!

Possible Places to visit:

The British Museum, The Science Museum 

Some Websites to explore: 

National Geographic for Kids 

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/history/greece/10-

facts-about-the-ancient-greeks/

http://www.historyforkids.net/ancient-greece.html

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/topics/z87tn39/resources/1

Don’t forget to go to the library!

Home

Learning 

Project

Geography: 

- Find Greece on a map. What is the capital city? What countries 

are next to Greece? What seas are around Greece?

-Make a travel brochure about  Ancient  Greece Where would you travel to? 

Where would you stay? What could you do while you were there? Who would you 

recommend to visit? Use pictures with lots of facts and information.

--Make an A-Z of Greece. Think about presenting your work in the best way 

possible. What could you do on the border? You could add an illustration to each 

or some of the letters along with small pictures linked to your sentences.

History:

Research Ancient Greek Life - Write a diary extract from the viewpoint of a family member in                                   Sparta or 

in Ancient Greece. Try to write about your feelings about daily life.

-Find out what it was like for slaves in Ancient Greece. Imagine you are a slave and write a diary entry describing your 

day/week. 

-Find out about the clothes Ancient Greeks wore. Draw and label a picture showing a typical Ancient Greek outfit. 

What food was popular in Ancient Greece? Design a menu with popular foods. 

-Visit a Greek restaurant. Take a camera and ask them if you can take pictures of the food, maybe even as they prepare it. 

Look at the menu. How it is different to traditional English food? Design your own Greece menu, write a report about your 

visit, take pictures and label them or make a poster. 

Design + Technology / Art: 

-Make a Spartan helmet or design a shield.

-Make a miniature Parthenon 

-Design a picture to put on a plate that displays an aspect of 

life in 2014 so the historians in the future can discover what 

life was like in the 21st century 

-Create a fact sheet about Ancient Greek homes. You could 

include floor plans, drawings and comparisons between the 

homes of the rich and poor. 

Science:

-Draw a picture of Archimedes’ “Eureka!”                              

moment. Include a thought bubble showing why he 

was so excited.

- What was invented in Ancient Greek times? Make 

a fact sheet.

- Design a comic strip retelling Archimedes’ famous 

bath. 

- Write a newspaper event recounting Archimedes 

famous bath. Include as much detail as possible. 

Find out as much as you can about Archimedes 

life and use this information to write a short 

biography of him.

Maths: Design your own Labyrinth. It 

could be made of straws, string or wood.

-Investigate, make and use a sundial in your garden. 

Take pictures and put them into a power point for us to 

see. 

English:

- Turn a myth into a cartoon, for example, Theseus          

and the Minotaur.

- Write a Greek tragedy play; try and include some Latin! 

- Create your own Greek God comic strip

- Design your own Olympic sport and write instructions to 

explain it.

- Write a Greek tragedy play, create your own Greek God 

comic strip, make a miniature Parthenon

Whatever you do have 

fun doing it and make 

sure that it is developing 

your skills as a learner!

Ancient Greece
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